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Angel Sessions is a Soul and R&B Artist with a sublime combination of
elite vocal technique and spiritual delivery.
Angel delivers it on sky silk with her new release, The l-o-v-e; an
incredible, "Inspiration when you need it," song that encourages people
to both love themselves and show love, in words that softly theme repeat
and frequent the song header, the l-o-v-e.
Angel is a Patti Labelle kind of vocalist; the highest compliment I dish
in female Soul Music! I am certain she is able to effortlessly deliver a
"No constraints," holla, on a dime! I can feel it when she sings, as I did
years ago!
She is landed back here for a visit and is even more of an R&B smacker
than before, cemented in Gospel; does not get better! She is a fantastic
songwriter, able to integrate what is in her soul with marketability and
always keep it real. Her voice is a perfect drink of ethereal seduction,
tone rich with register runs that are packed up smooth within the
undulating pitches of a second soprano who rides around the middle and
tips up on a breeze or strong wind, as the lyrics demand!
With a Gospel foundation cemented in Angel's voice, aligned with old
school 60s-80s R&B sounds, she demonstrates her an ability to skillfully
and cleverly plate,
the l-o-v-e, for the contemporary palate. The added layers of sensuality
within

Angel's voice is an R&B, "Greats," marker and the listener stick effect is
in!
The Gospel Choral Singers, throughout, are simply a high-end flashback
to great churches with Motown ghostings. The Chorales are a true
hearted enhancement to the message, mood, rhythm and tone of the
song. Often, a lot of background singing is not appealing to me. These
Gospel harmonies are rather, "meant to be there," they add so to the
emotion and sound density.
The music is so well, "designed," for the song I almost did not hear it,
yet was groovin to its soft cushion the entire time; that is tight! The
vocals are given a deserved right of way. The "right on," rhythm and
tempered, elite mix are an ever-present element upon which the vocals
slide and we float.
The l-o-v-e is both a necessary and marketable song and Angel Sessions
is a soulful sensation, not to be missed.
She is, most important to me, a truly good person, who remains generous
to the Music Industry and humble in the face of stardom.
Radio is going to spin this hot and fans are going to listen once and need
it!
Play the l-o-v-e often and breathe strength, inspiration, joy and groove!

